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Materials: Thermoplastic Elastomer. Packaging: blister pack

Write-It-Right & Write-It-Left
Skill-trainers for teaching children to write properly without feeling tired
If you want to master easy, fast and fantastically beautiful handwriting, you should learn how to
hold a pencil (or pen) in the correct position. This skill-trainer makes your child's fingers hold the
pencil (or pen) correctly without any effort while you are teaching him to draw and write. Our
product makes writing with a pencil (or pen) very easy and comfortable!
There is no need for an adult to supervise the child, tell him how every finger should move, and
control the angle between the pencil (or pen) and the paper. It's enough to show him once or twice
how to use this skill-trainer.
Traditional copy-books are not meant for teaching left-handers to write clearly. Our special skilltrainer for left-handers allows them to learn neat and beautiful handwriting.
We also have a special product for those children and adults (right-handed) who are already used
to holding a pen improperly. It will help them to master correct writing skills very quickly. Here
the fingers are more fixed than in the normal Write-it-Right trainer, and it works so effectively that
you will see yourself that one really can make an old dog learn new tricks!
Skill-trainers Write-It-Right & Write-It-Left help children to master the absolutely correct slant of
the pencil or pen and the correct finger position during writing, as well as solving three problems:
1. Clarity: the child learns to write clearly and beautifully
2. Speed: the child learns to write quickly
3. Fatigue: the hand does not tire when writing for a long time
Attention: parents, kindergarten supervisors and primary school teachers!
Our tests show: Skill-trainers really helps teachers and parents.
Recommended for teaching children over 2½ years old and, for right-hand writing correction, over
6 years old, teenagers and adults.

for left-hand writing

for right-hand writing correction

for right-hand writing

Skill-trainers Write-It-Right & Write-It-Left help children to master the right slant of the stylus
and the correct finger position during writing on a Tablet PC.
Skill-trainers Write-It-Right & Write-It-Left are not pen or pencil grips but unique skilltrainers for teaching children to write or correcting the wrong writing technique of children and
adults.
Expert Reviews www.unik-um.com/Photos_eng.html
Article New Approach to Teaching Handwriting (306 Kb)

Witty-Eating Spoon
Skill-trainer for teaching children to hold a spoon properly
Attention: parents and kindergarten supervisors!
It is so important to teach your child to help
himself from the very beginning! Every mother
knows that one of the first significant baby skills
is holding a spoon. Your baby will eat with real
pleasure only when he is allowed to do it himself.
He will do it when he knows how to hold a spoon
and use it right while eating.
Our special skill-trainer allows you to make the
process easy and amusing. Its shape is specially
designed to permit only one possible finger
position – the correct one. It lets the skills be acquired subconsciously.
The Witty-Eating trainer protects your child’s fingers from being hurt by the spoon’s rough edges.
It can be used on a teaspoon as well as on a small tablespoon. It's a great way to learn!
The trainer can be used for teaching a left-hander to hold a spoon in his right hand.
Recommended for children between 2 and 7 years old (both for right-handers and left-handers).

PC Wonder-Bracelet
Wrist protection and comfort for working with PC mouse and keyboard
If you work at your computer a
lot, you may well have
experienced an uncomfortable
feeling in your wrist. It appears
from the constant pressure on
the table surface that constricts
your nerve fibres and hurts your bones and cartilaginous
tissue. This can lead to the notorious RSI (repetitive stress
injury) – inflammation and pain of the affected tissues. The
Computer Bracelet assures a comfortable position of your
wrist while you are working with a PC mouse or keyboard.
It looks elegant and stylish. And, most importantly, it
relieves the pressure on your hands and is the easiest and
most effective way of preventing RSI!
BraceLET your hand be free from RSI threat!

for teenagers and adults for kids and others having thin wrists

Feaster’s Tricks. Skill-trainer for eating with chopsticks
This trainer lets you learn to use chopsticks to look
confident and feel like a pro, even if it's your very first
time in an Oriental restaurant!
The skill-trainer assures a correct position for your
fingers when holding the sticks. It allows you to learn
how to use traditional Oriental chopsticks quickly and
effectively.
This trainer also develops manual dexterity and will be
useful for those suffering from ICP (infantile cerebral
paralysis) or recovering from a stroke.
The skills are acquired subconsciously, which means at a
deeper lever of knowledge.
Scientists take a lot of interest in chopsticks. First of all,
they develop our fingers. According to Japanese
scientists, when we eat with chopsticks, we use 80 joints
and 50 muscles of the shoulder, forearms, palm and
fingers, as well as our brain. So eating with chopsticks
not only develops manual dexterity but also trains our
brain.
For many Asian people, chopsticks are an integral part of
life.
Recommended for children over 7 years old, teenagers
and adults.

Inventor. 3D-construction set and intelligence trainer
Creative solution for a creative family!
People everywhere are obsessed with computer
games, and so there are very few real and live
games left to play with your family - especially
games that develop imagination, abstract
thinking and manual dexterity.
The INVENTOR is an educational family game
that will be interesting for both kids and adults.
The universal 3D-construction set is made of
soft, flexible elements that stimulate intellectual
development. It gives adults the rare chance of
showing their children a fine example of
creativity.
The construction set allows you to create figures of animals, abstract figures and anything else that
you can imagine. Each new added element increases the number of possible combinations and
figures. A child not only gets pleasure playing with mom and dad but also learns to create and
acquires useful skills that will help him to succeed
in school. No templates and standards – create what
you want!
The set includes four fascinating tests that help to
measure the level of intellectual development and
creative imagination of children aged 3-5, 6-8,
9-12 and over 13.
Recommended for children over 3 years old and
teenagers.

Funny Animal Theatre: Toddler Baby Elephant
Finger trainer for the development of fine motor skills and hand coordination

Attention: parents and kindergarten supervisors!
Put the skill-trainer on your fingers, as shown in the picture. Now teach the baby elephant to move.
This playful exercise will assist in the development of fine motor skills and hand coordination. The
baby elephant can walk, run, sit down on its rear legs, play football, raise different objects with its
trunk, turn a ring with its trunk, and perform other tricks that the child can invent.
Made of soft and flexible material, the Toddler Baby Elephant easily fits on the five fingers of the
child's either hand.
After the child plays for a few weeks with the finger trainer, you'll be surprised how strong his
hands become, how quickly he writes, and the stamina and dexterity with which he performs
complex tasks with small objects.
The Toddler Baby Elephant is a 3-in-1 game: an intelligent finger trainer, a tabletop game, and a
travel game.
Recommended for children aged 3-7 (for right and left hand).

Funny Animal Theatre: Toddlers
Nowadays people spend a lot of time looking at screens and pressing buttons. Children lack live
games in which they could create stories themselves and move the characters directly by holding
them with their fingers.
Funny Animal Theatre makes this possible. It is a truly developing and training toy. The characters
of the children's theatre are lovely animals that become alive with a slight movement of the hand.
Just put your child’s fingers in the toy and move them a little, and the funny hero is here, ready to
play.
Each funny animal has its own personality: are called "Toddlers". Together with your child, they
learn how to communicate and behave correctly in different real situations!
"Toddlers" are animals operated by fingers. They can walk and run.

Funny animals are great assistants for studying the art of theatre performance. Theatre games with
"Toddlers" create an emotional uplift, raise your child's vitality and help him to develop his
personality.
Funny animals are unique for the development of a child’s imagination, thinking and figurative
speech. They activate information processes and improve manual dexterity that allows the child to
control his movements better!

The products UNIK-UM are light and compact; they are quickly shipped to all countries from our
warehouse in Bulgaria by postal and courier services.
The products’ packaging is made of translucent blister with a European hanger and inserted
cardboard sheets displaying text in English, German, Spanish, French, Italian, Russian or
Bulgarian (language to be chosen by the buyer).
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